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       Reading: Continue with thermodynamics  
        sections in Gill, and see Slides #1 and Lab #1 for 
        more graphics !!
   The basic thermodynamics in the beginning of  the course (and beginning of  Gill and Vallis texts) discusses 
the 1st Law (internal energy equation, with coupling to mechanical work through  pdvs work term) and 2d 
Law (defining entropy as a state variable related to heat transport into or out of  a volume of  fluid).   
Unfortunately few GFD textbooks talk about the bottom line: heat engines and heat flow in interesting 
systems (cars, steam engines, circulation and thermodynamics of  atmosphere and ocean).  
  
   Equations of  state turned out to be, themselves energy equations, but they really exist to establish relations 
between the key variables:  T, p, vs (=1/ρ), η (or s, the entropy), E the internal energy and other derived 
variables like enthalpy, h = E + pvs.  For a simple gas, any two state variables define all the others; in the case 
of   pvs = RT, the equation of  state really defines what temperature, T is:  it is the kinetic energy of  molecules 
( for one molecule the KE = 3/2  kT where k is Boltzmann’s constant, 1.38 x 10-23  J K-1 ).   While 
thermodynamics and eqns. of  state were developed empirically before atoms and molecules were discovered, 
we now see intimate connections with molecular activity.   !
   Even at this beginning stage we now can learn about molecular things by simple observation: conduction 
of  heat by diffusion,  production of  heat by rubbing hands together, dissipation of  mechanical KE by 
frictional ‘rubbing’, the richness of  thermal energy (intermediate in the heirarchy between nuclear energy 
(huge),  energy of  chemical bonds (big),  thermal energy (middling big) and mechanical PE (smaller) and KE 
(smallest).  As in the previous lecture notes,  the r.m.s. speed of  air molecules is given by  
                                    1/2 mV2 = 3/2 kT   
 => r.m.s. speed = (V2)1/2 = (3 kT/m)1/2 (at T=300K) = 487 m sec-1 for oxygen; 517 m sec-1 for 
nitrogen, not much faster than the speed of  sound, (γRT)1/2. 
(mass m of  a molecule of  oxygen = 32 x 10-3/Av kg; of  nitrogen = 28 x 10-3/Av kg where Av = Avogodro’s number of  molecules 
per mole, 6.02 x 1023 ).   Notice that equipartition of  energy among the different molecules making up air means 
that the light molecules move faster.  That is one reason that hydrogen (diatomic molecule, molec mass 2) and 
helium (monatomic gas, atomic mass 4) are scarce: their velocity is so great that escape from the atmosphere’s 
gravity field is possible.   We can plot in the lab the variation with temperature of  volume of  an air sample at 
constant pressure (in Lab 1), extrapolate the line to zero volume vs and thus estimate absolute zero K 
(expressed as -273.150 C). !
    We described also in the previous lecture specific heat capacity of  gases, based on equipartition of  energy, 
equal energy in each mode of  translation, rotation and vibration.   In practice the predicted Cp and Cv are 
very close to observations, although very cold gas does not excite vibration or rotation; at room temperature 
rotation ‘wakes up’ and at still higher temperature vibration begins.    (Molecular vibration occurs when e.m. 
radiation passes through it at the resonant frequency,  giving us the Greenhouse Effect where water vapor,  
CO2 , methane all vibrate, blocking the radiation and re-radiate energy in the lower frequency infrared band.).  
Solids and liquids store more thermal energy per unit rise in temperature because their intermolecular bonds 
are strong and lead to more vibrational modes; water is polar molecule with eletrostatic force between 
molecules not much weaker than the bonding force within the molecule.  Hence, Cp for water (about 4000 J 
K-1kg-1) is 4 times that of  air.    !
   Heat cycles and engines.  The thermodynamic state of  an ideal gas can be fully represented by two state 
variables, say p and v  (v is total volume here, vs is specific volume per kg.  A cyclic  heating and cooling of  
the gas followed on the ‘p-vs’ plane can involve mechanical work input (as in a refrigerator) or output (an 



engine).   Because the work term in the 1st law,  p dv  (for a piston expanding a volume of  gas, pressure is 
force/area and dv is distance expanded x area so p dv is force x distance), it can create that same amount of  
KE+PE. !
   The pressure-volume diagram (lower right) chosen here is the Carnot cycle.  Heat addition (red arrow) 
occurs at constant temperature T (so the gas must expand) hence follows  
     p v = constant, curve AB. 
Then the gas is allowed to expand adiabatically (isentropically)  with no heat addition. This follows the steeper 
adiabatic curve  
      p vγ = constant, curve BC 
because γ = 7/5 = 1.4 > 1.  The gas is then cooled isothermally (CD) and finally compressed adiabatically 
(DA).   The yellow area,  ∮p dvs , is the mechanical work output from this cycle.  Again, it is the integral of  a 
force times a small distance travelled (say, by the piston confining the gas), and hence is ‘work done’.  
 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
     A companion plot is the same cycle on the temperature-entropy plane,  T-η.   !!!!!!!!!!!
Here (S in this figure is our η, entropy), the cycle looks very simple: isothermal heating and cooling and 
adiabatic expansion and compression.  The efficiency of  the process is the amount of  work done divided by the 
heat input. We see that the heat addition is ∫d*Q = ∫Tdη (or ‘ dS ‘) which is the area T2 (η2 - η1) beneath the 
line between points 1 and 2.  The heat flowing out of  the system during the cooling phase is the area  T1 (η2 - 
η1) beneath the line between points 4 and 3.  Their difference (T2 - T1) (η2 - η1) is the work done d*W = ∫p dv.  
Hence the efficiency is simply 
    work/heat input =  (T2 - T1)/T2   
(it is easier to remember by calling it    (Thot - Tcold)/Thot  ). 
It turns out (and you might guess from the shape of  this figure) that the Carnot cycle is the most efficient of  
any choice of  cyclic closed paths around the p-v plane.  You cannot get more work out of  a heat engine than 
this.  Your air-cooled Volkswagen (that’s a classic Beetle) is more powerful on a cold winter day than in 



summer, since it is working off  the temperature difference between hot gas and cold input air from the 
atmosphere.  !
    To see the ‘work done’ more vividly it is easier to imagine a cycle made up of  two constant pressure lines 
(isobaric) and two adiabatic curves.  Draw pictures of  the cycle on the p-v plane and the physical layout. 
     o A weight sits on the top lid of  the container:  heat it at this constant pressure, p1;  
     o then remove the weight (push it onto a high shelf), leading to further expansion of  the unweighted gas 
at a constant but lower pressure p2 (less weight on the lid);   
     o cool it down at this same lower pressure; 
     o add a weight from a lower shelf  and let compress further to pressure p1; 
Repeat; you have lifted a weight and increased its potential energy.   !
    Steam engines make additional use of  phase change: the huge heating that occurs when gaseous water 
condenses into liquid water (~ 2.25 x 106 J kg-1 at room temperature), or cooling by the same amount where it 
evaporates.  This was dramatically evident in the little steam boat putting along in the GFD lab.  The energy 
source ( a candle ) is not increased by the phase change, but ‘focused’ by it.  If  we tried to run the steam boat 
with dry air, it would fail miserably, far less conversion from thermal to mechanical energy: the heat capacity 
of  dry air ( ~ 1000 J kg K-1 ) is small over the temperature range provided by the candle, compared with the 
energy absorbed by boiling water (2.5 million J/kg at 1000 C).     
     !
Ocean and atmosphere.    The key to getting work out of  a heat engine is in heating at high pressure, 
cooling at low pressure. This has immediate application to convection in a fluid.  If  you heat from below (at 
high pressure) and cool at the top, convection is vigorous (see Lab #1 and Slides #1 write-up).  That’s the 
atmosphere, to some extent.  The ocean is heated and cooled at the same geopotential height and this is the 
least efficient way to drive thermal convection.  We know that over short time scales, doing some extra cooling of  the 
subpolar ocean leads to vigorous sinking and spreading of  deep cold waters. However at long time-scale, with 
a constant climate,  this convection slows greatly.  It is only possible to convectively drive the ocean 
circulation if  enough turbulent mixing exists to bring the heat downward to where it can do its work.  It must 
warm up the cold deep water to bring it back to the surface, completing the cycle.   Study of  thermodynamics 
often fails when complete cycles are not understood: you can’t understand the ocean’s conveyor belt 
(overturning-) circulation by considering half  the the cycle (the cold high latitude regions).   !
   In the GFD lab we looked at basic thermal convection (see Lab #1 writeup).  The ocean/atmosphere 
‘steam engine’ works off  the temperature difference between tropics and polar regions. While both incoming 
short wave radiation and outgoing infrared radiation occur at all latitudes, their variation with latitude is what 
drives the circulation.  One can estimate the KE + PE generation of  mechanical energy from the typical 
temperature difference (very roughly 30K), although this is an upper bound, and is perhaps too simple a 
model to pursue.  The heat flow poleward is shared between ocean and atmosphere, and fully 1/3 of  it is in 
the form of  latent heat of  water vapor, evaporated from the ocean in tropics and subtropics, carried 
poleward, condensing into precipitation where it heats the air column: see slides #1 - 2015.  !!!!


